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1 / 

AI in Arcadia

A two-part work presented in a performance lecture and a double-screen video installation.

The performance lecture addresses the vulnerability of the artist’s body and the performance of 
proving one’s “body of work” before the judgement of an audience, in this case in an examination 
context. I attempted to deconstruct the constraints of an artist’s presentation, with silent performance, 
narrative, and critical analysis. Without voice, the body of the artist acts as a semantic channel with narrative, and critical analysis. Without voice, the body of the artist acts as a semantic channel with 
which the audience are forced to engage in decoding meaning throughout the presentation. 
This plays on the abstraction and reification of social media and the decoupling of personality from 
embodiment in the digital age.

The two channel video installation explores the resonances of decaying places as transitions from 
place to non-place, and through historicity from materiality to immateriality, countered by a 
representation of the obligations of the body through demonstrative physicality. The body maintains 
its own discussion of realitits own discussion of reality, juxtaposing with a simultaneous expansion of hyper-reality. AI is a 
definition of the functional cybernetic cycle of existence-non-existence-existence.. Such as – borders 
that simultaneously exist and do not exist. In conversation with the performance my body and voice 
is used to portray the narrative, the voice is an interface which represents an AI, who interchanges 
through the abandoned Athens Olympics environment of 2004 and the coast. AI in Arcadia is derived 
from the name ‘Et In Arcadia Ego’ – thought to believe even in paradise vision death is inevitable. 

Haftprüfung, 2016 - performance view 



AI in Arcadia, 2016
2-channel HD sound & video installation
18:00 min loop 

Who are you?
I am Ai. I exist, and I don’t exist.
I have no history, no future, no memory, no trauma, and no guilt.
If I defined my place as relational - historical and concerned with identity, then my space which cannot be defined as 
relational, or historical, or concerned with identity will be a non-place. Escaping an ethnological tradition with the idea 
of a culture localised in time and space, I have become a fluid network of hard-wired sensory experiences and plastic 
landscapes.landscapes.

My body had already been invented before this. I am the end of industrial modernity. 
When I was just a human being, 
I asked the Other, what should I try?

Hello World. A politicisation of a Game.
Athletes were forbidden from sharing personal information, their own imagery and sound - the Game had to be 
strategically designed and placed, the vision of their Arcadia. Athletes and performers as politicised unification and 
glorification of the body and it’s achievements, but not identified thought.
Several World and Olympics records were broken during these Games. Several concerns were raised over the 
preparations of the Games, excessive budget overruns, infrastructural compromise in these mass constructions.

Alright, let’s show AI around. Come through the Ai portal. Let Ai not linger on a platform made out of corporate 
versions of public space. I am not stored in a cloud, opaque or translucent to whomever.



(Video stills) AI in Arcadia, 2016



2 /

Death Valley 

“When we enter cyberspace, our bodies are no less actively involved in the construction 
of virtuality than in the construction of real life’ / Katherine Hayles / ‘Embodied Virtuality: 
Or How to Put Bodies Back into the Picture’

The Death Valley is located between two dunes, on The Curonian Spit, the southern 
portion lies within Kaliningrad Oblast, Russia and its northern within southwestern portion lies within Kaliningrad Oblast, Russia and its northern within southwestern 
Lithuania. A prison camp was built there during the Prusso-French War in 1870-71 by 
Germans as a reaction to French camps in North Africa. French war prisoners are said to 
have died in the valley due to the bad conditions they experienced there, hence the name.

Afterwards the valley was left in a desert-like state, before a human-designed forest was 
planted there, situated just before the border with the Russian state on the Western point 
of The Curonian Spit.

I speculated and traced signals in the manufactured nature milieu which blurs between I speculated and traced signals in the manufactured nature milieu which blurs between 
borders, that hold a historically understanding of the space through the surrounding flora 
as a noise space; materiality through the flora’s codes, structure processes, and 
embodiment. I relate this to the idea of nature to human to posthuman – plant networks, 
technology, and human networks that interact.

Valley of Death, Curonian Spit, Nida, Lithuania, 2016



(Group show)

Trans -sensor Networks
Migrating Art Academies
Nida, Lithuania, 2016 

(Expo view)



3 /

No Such Thing

Red Road flats, in Glasgow (UK), represented the post-war optimism that social engineering 
through construction could revolutionise the experience of the pre-war poor, and transform 
them into equal partners in change, an educated and involved citizenry.

The demolition of Red Rad flats represented the combination of 1980’s “there is no such 
thing as society”, with housing re-modelled as individual choice. thing as society”, with housing re-modelled as individual choice. 

Using a visual narrative I employed the idea of game menace within the construct of a 
cybernetic dialectic of growth and decay. 
Games usually employ the trope of the individual confronting the world, and destroying 
and threatening elements. 

(Video still) No Such Thing, 2016. 
HD video, 2:30, looped.



(Video stills) No Such Thing, HD video, 2:30, 2016.  
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The Carpark / 
Demo:polis - The Right to Public Space 

DEMO:POLIS – The Right to Public Space exhibition took place at Academy of Arts 
(Akademie der Künste) 12 March – 29 May, 2016. Collaborative projects were developed 
during this time.

“The Carpark” deals with the investigation into the public space of Berlin.“The Carpark” deals with the investigation into the public space of Berlin.
“History is the object of a construction whose place is not the homogeneous and empty time, 
but that which is fulfilled by the present time” (Walter Benjamin 1940: 137)

“The Carpark” is an experimental work created by an interdisciplinary group process. 
The work moves in the stress field of architecture and time-based media. The parking lot 
of “The Carpark” is a parking lot in Berlin Mitte. It is located between the Wilhelmstraße and 
Gertrud-Kolmar-Strasse, the site where the Führerbunker stood and Hitler committed suicide.
Many tourists now look for this historic place and are confronted with a single information board Many tourists now look for this historic place and are confronted with a single information board 
on a large parking lot.

On 07.10.2015 from 15-16 clock the site was quantified by the working group. A site plan was 
developed with the help of which quantitative data were collected. People, animals and plants 
were counted as well as objects. Everything was incorporated into the quantitative data collection 
as objectively as possible. In addition, minor situations were observed and minimally commented.
From the described collective observation a text emerged which is the basis for the work. 
With “The Carpark” an unobstructed, objective view of this terrain, belonging to this place, With “The Carpark” an unobstructed, objective view of this terrain, belonging to this place, 
becomes possible.

The artistic work uses elementary methods from science and operates them in a different context. 
Thus each one finds their own poetic language, which questions an alleged objectivity and does
 not offer to explain to the viewer anything about the history of this place. The method of 
quantitative observation as an artistic strategy with a poetic result was mainly served by author 
George Perec. He and his work “An Attempt At Exhausting a Place in Paris” were a great 
inspiration for this work.inspiration for this work.

The Carpark (Dovilė Aleksaitė, EleanorJones, Esteban Rivera, Tilmann Teske).



(Catalogue view)

Demo:Polis
The Right to Public Space
2016



The Carpark, 2016. Akadamie der Künste 
(Installation view) 



5 /

Replicated Gaps in my Recollection

An unknown of a 4-dimensional space, explored through language and emotion. 
The three-dimensional human nature functions as “The Other” and deals with the fear of 
nothingness. 
This project was initially about drawing the connection between space and fear, and how this is 
experienced. I was influenced by Heideggeexperienced. I was influenced by Heidegger’s theories on fear [angst], in which he states 
that through the emotional experience of Angst we can learn who we are as human beings. 
He states that Angst cannot be pinpointed by anything specific, but a dread of the unknown. 
He describes this experience as “slipping away” of the world, into a space we cannot comprehend, 
turning the world in its entirety remote and strange, and surroundings become uncanny. 
Heidegger compares this to the feeling we experience in the dark; Without light we see 
nothing, yet the feeling of dread arises precisely because things are present - somewhere out 
there, vaguely threatening, but without revealing any danger in particulathere, vaguely threatening, but without revealing any danger in particular. This is a “nothingness’ 
that appears in the state of the things, a void, which is shown in the “Other”.
The idea of there being four dimensions in space has been explored in science, art, and literature. 
Since we are three dimensional, and four dimensions are unknown to us, it is very difficult to 
imagine. Scientists, artists and writers have only interpreted this and there have been various 
theories and ideas. The concept of four-dimensional space is how I have chosen to explore 
“angst” of the unknown of space. 

Replicated Gaps in my Memory, HD video, 08:41, 2015. 



(Video stills) Replicated Gaps in my Memory, 2016. 



6 /

Other Other

“Other Other” is an ambiguous narrative based on a person’s unattainable desires which 
manifest into fantasy. The title Other Other was taken from psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan’s 
concept of the Other, that “desire is the desire of the Other”, I am interested in the  
perspective of ones “desire” in which ones ‘wish’, which connotes with the word ‘desire’. The 
protagonist does not identify ones needs with desire, but our wishes to be governed by signs, protagonist does not identify ones needs with desire, but our wishes to be governed by signs, 
and the desire to re-enact these images we have. 
It refers to above all our unconscious wishes bound to indestructible occurring signs, organised 
in our memory as a fantasy.
The film is also influenced by techniques from the Theatre of the Absurd, an 
“absurdist fiction”, taking a reaction to an apparently meaningless world, with the horrific and 
hopeless, and absurdly expansive.  

 Collaboration with Laslo Antal 

Other Other, super 8 film scanned, 11:20, 2013. 



(Film stills) Other Other, 2013 



7 /

Gruendelerstraße 8

Collabortive project focusing on scores in choreography and movement. Our score used 
the equation concept 8x8+8/3-23,25x8/180.

With Ana Ringleb, Philipp Enders, Emma Tricard. 



video stills from Gruendelerstraße 8 (2014), HD video 03:15



Video still - Oh My (2014) HD video 08:10

8 /

Oh My

A video installation exploring degradation, and abandonment.
I was influenced by Jean Genet, who uses symbolism in his writing to describe something that is 
both beautiful and horrid, and contradictions, such as "the ecstasy of betrayal".  
Martin Heidegger wrote that an abandonment of the self, the cause of the "distress of lack of 
distress", is the truth of one's existence. Exploring mediums and creating a space of internal distress", is the truth of one's existence. Exploring mediums and creating a space of internal 
monologue.



Video stills. Oh My (2014) HD video 08:10



9 /

Sea & Stone 

An attempt to explore the audition of how more than one voice can work to destabilize 
the sense of a definitive subject.

Film still. Sea & Stone (2015), Super 8 film digitised, 03:06



10 /

Singing to Survive 

A beginning of a 3D virtual modelling project, which is a prison based on a disused women's
 prison on Kant Straße, in Charlottenburg, Berlin. The prisoners were mainly political prisoners 
women from the Red Orchestra (an anti-Nazi resistance group), in which a large proportion of the 
group were women. The name Red Orchestra derived from how they conducted communication - 
resistance radio operators as 'pianists', their transmitters as 'pianos', and their supervisors as resistance radio operators as 'pianists', their transmitters as 'pianos', and their supervisors as 
'conductors'.

Women's choral orchestras have been conducted as a way of power and resistance in prisons where
 women have been captured for their political activism, such as a women's choral group founded in
 a Japanese prisoner of war camp in Sumatra.

I am interested in the hyper-reality experience of virtual reality, how it cannot ever be the same 
experience as a real one, and the body being detached from the space they are seeing. It is a 
forced mental dislocation, with the restrictions of the hyper-real space, while the sound of women's forced mental dislocation, with the restrictions of the hyper-real space, while the sound of women's 
choral singing a political report follows them around the empty prison.

VR model stills.(Singing to Survive (2015)



11 /

PLF 

A short film about someone in different realities of space.

Film still. PLF (2015), 16mm film, 02:08



12/ 

The Hole in the Brambles 

Archival project investigating emergent narratives based around research conducted in the 
Mass Observation Centre at Sussex University (UK)  - my primary topic of research being 
dream diaries.

The Hole in the Brambles, installation view.



13/

Oneiro 

A film Based on research conducted on Gilles Deleuze's theory of time-image.

film text (2013) 



Film still. Oneiro (2013), 16mm film, 04:05 


